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Spanners & Field Frequency Sound System, Reading Dub Club 12.5.18
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Editorial Dub
Front cover – Indigenous Resistance: Ethiopia Dub Journey II

Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 25 for the month of Levi. This is our 3rd anniversary issue, Natty
Mark founding the magazine in June 2016, launching it at the 1st Mikey Dread Festival
near Witney (an event that is also 3 years old this year).
This summer sees a major upsurge in events involving members of The Dub family –
Natty HiFi, Jah Lambs & Lions, Makepeace Promotions, Zion Roots, Swindon Dub Club,
Field Frequency Sound System, High Grade and more – hence the launch of the new
Dub Diary Newsletter at sessions. The aim is to spread the word about forthcoming
gigs and sessions across the region, pulling different promoters’ efforts together. Give
thanks to the photographers who have allowed us to use their pictures of events this
month.
We welcome some new writers this month too – thanks you for stepping up Benjamin
Ital and Eric Denham (whose West Indian Music Appreciation Society newsletter ran
from 1966 to 1974 and then from 2014 onwards). Steve Mosco presents a major
interview with U Brown from when they recorded an album together a few years ago.
There is also an interview with Protoje, a conversation with Jah9 from April’s Reggae
Innovations Conference, a feature on the Indigenous Resistance collective, and a
feature on Augustus Pablo.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com
The Dub is available to download for free at
reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk

and

rastaites.com

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each. 3

Birthday blessings dub
Joe Higgs – 3rd June 1940

Hugh Mundell – 14th June 1962

Julian Marley – 4th June 1975

Devon Russell – 18th June

Mikey Dread – 4th June 1954

Andrew Tosh – 19th June 1967

Junior Reid – 6th June 1963

Ernest Ranglin – 19th June 1932

Fred Locks – 7th June 1950

Chezidek – 20th June 1972

Tippa Irie – 7th June 1965

Ijahman Levi – 21st June 1945

Lorna Bennett – 7th June 1952

Augustus Pablo – 21st June 1954

U Brown – 8th June 1956

Levi Roots – 24th June 1958

Maxi Priest – 10th June 1961

Dillinger – 25th June 1953

Eric Donaldson – 11th June 1947

Freddie McGregor – 27th June 1956

Bounty Killer – 12th June 1972

Pablo Moses – 28th June 1948

Junior Brown – 12th June 1952

I Roy – 28th June 1944

Protoje – 14th June 1981

Don Carlos – 29th June 1952

Madagascar

June 26, 1960 (France)

Nigeria

June 1, 1961 (UK)

Morocco

June 30, 1969 (Spain)

Mozambique

June 25, 1975 (Portugal)

Seychelles

June 29, 1976 (UK)

Djibouti

June 27, 1977 (France)
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MIKEY DREAD OPERATOR

DREAD AT THE CONTROLS
3rd Annual Crawley Inn Selection
Positive Reality
Break Down The Walls
Roots & Culture
Bad Man Possee - Junior Murvin
Vegetable Matter
His Imperial Majesty – Rod Taylor
Everybody Needs A Proper Education
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Jah9 (Janine Cunningham) spoke in conversation with Dr Sonjah Stanley-Niaah and Dr
Les Johnson at April’s Reggae Innovations Conference in Birmingham. This
conversation also included questions from the audience in a session that was
extended considerably due to the way that the conversation with her caught fire. She
is truly an inspiration, exuding honesty and directness, as well as humility.
Jah9 is one of the new wave of conscious reggae artists from Jamaica, a poet
empowered by Rastafari who does not play safe with her music. Her take on reggae
is unique, incorporating jazz, kumina, poetry, yoga, dub and rock, as well as her very
own philosophical perspectives. She has released two full albums to date (“New
Name” and “9”) and is working on the next one at the moment. Her live show at the
Fox & Firkin in August 2016 was reviewed in The Dub issue 5 (October 2016).
Q. Who is Jah9? A country girl from Trelawney, Jamaica, a place that is almost
preserved in time. It is a proud community with powerful women and strong African
connections, a place where the people are proud of their blackness, not worried that
someone else is better than them. Jah9 was born to servants of the community (her
father was a pastor and her mother a social worker).
Jah9 had an early interest in poetry, singing and art, and when she moved to the city,
which she found very American-centric, she found it very hard to fit in which
encouraged her to develop her crafts. She grew up with gospel and African music,
not reggae, and certainly not Rasta culture. When she discovered reggae, it was
instrumental dub that fired her up, making her think of possibilities that the space in
that music could be used for.
As a university student in Kingston, she studied Human Resource Development,
Criminology and several other non-arts related subjects, looking to spend some (but
not much) of her twenties in the corporate and public sectors broadening her
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horizons. She left that world after she realized that office work was reacting badly
with her immune system. Seemingly by accident (although conscious that these
things are seldom accidents), she met a number of Jamaica’s top musicians and
producers which led to opportunities opening up in that world instead. She has now
turned her introspective nature outwards and uses her music to promote healing and
community development. Having grown up with the Bible, she left it for a time but a
growing interest in the life and works of H.I.M. Haile Selassie I drew her back to it,
reclaiming it as an African story, reclaiming life from slavery and even freedom from
the flesh. Learning about His Majesty changed her life completely while at university.
She realized the depth of the propaganda spread about H.I.M. as she read both
volumes of his autobiography. What she knows and overstands about Rastafari
comes from her interest in H.I.M. not from Rasta traditions. Her aim is to understand
his principles and apply them to her life.
At question time, my neighbour, Sister Stephanie, reminded us all that when calling
the name of His Majesty, it is important also to hail up Empress Menen, to bring the
balance.

Q. What was Jah9’s first poem? When she was 6 years old, she remembered wanting
to visualize herself as something inanimate, and wrote a poem about ‘My life as a
shoe’. Jah9 encouraged everyone to teach the youths to read early as it will stimulate
their imagination and interest in things beyond the immediate.
Q. What is your most profound poem? The songs ‘New Name’ and ‘The Greatest
Threat To The Status Quo’, both of which are directed at the Judaeo-Christian
worldview.
Q. What is your highest expression of service? Ten years ago, she trained as a yoga
teacher and has the highest belief in yoga as a healing modality. She runs yoga
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classes in numerous community spaces, focusing on teaching the women as a means
of both healing but also of starting conversations at a grass roots level. As she grew
up, she realized that she was in a privileged minority, having had both her parents her
whole life and having never experienced sexual abuse. The more work she has done
in small communities, the more she has discovered just how much these two factors
in particular affect so many lives. Her own background has made her especially
sensitive to those who have not had those blessings in life. She can see how these
traumas affect people, especially women, and how issues like oversexualisation of
girls affects their mindset. Yoga has the power to release the mind to explore the
self. Once you learn to breathe properly, you don’t have time to overthink a situation
when the breath is in you and you are exploring yourself through your body. In this
way people who have never known peace can find it, even if briefly. This can help
people to get access to their true selves and their potential. It is conversation that
truly starts revolutions and it is softness not hardness (warrior style) that can do the
more powerful work. You can disarm someone if you can help them find some peace.

Q. What is your studio process? Jah9 sees the studio as a sacred space and is not
blessed with unlimited studio time. By the time she reaches a studio, the process of
writing the song has already started. Sometimes a concept has haunted her for days,
other times she might wake up at 3am and have to start writing ideas down straight
away. Writing comes first. She hears the bassline in her head as she visualizes the
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words, but it is important to allow space for the musicians to develop ideas and let
the piece grow organically once in the studio.
Q. How can we translate revolutionary ideas and words into a movement that can
lead to real change? Jah9 keeps engaging people in many other ways than just music,
especially with yoga and reaching out to women. This leads to more conversations
which hopefully leads to more change. To paraphrase Linton Kwesi Johnson, you
have to use what you have to get the work out. Poetry and Word Sound can often
reach people more directly than traditional verse/chorus songs, and can reach people
that may not fall for the style of a particular song. Jah9 spoke of continuity between
generations as being crucial. For example, as a poet, she maintains links with Oku
Onuora, Mutabaruka and Cherry Natural (described as Jamaica’s top female poet,
who also teaches karate to young people) and spoke of the difficulties that Louise
Bennett faced for speaking in her own patois. So many black people in particular
have lost their connections to their elders, ancestors and extended family and to
honouring them. Understanding the generational reality is essential.
Jah9 also expressed herself on gender, where her attitude is considered and
refreshing. She is pro-woman but also pro-man. She speaks in an aspirational way
about men, as in the lyrics to the songs ‘Mr Right’, ‘Avocado’, ‘Feel Good’ and
‘Brother’. As a woman you can only put forward the positive power of love if you
include men and give them their dues. Black men in particular get enough pressure
from society in general. Woman can help bring man to his higher self, although she is
not certain that the reverse is necessarily true. Women are more connected to the
divine due to their role and power in giving life. Many women do not understand this
power, but spiritual power is real. Women need to be empowered and to overstand
the importance of balancing strength with softness. Going back to yoga: with
breathing, clarity comes.
Q. Is Tantric practice missing from Rastafari livity? Maybe so, but we need to meet
people where they are. Learn how to breathe first. (The question came from a
practitioner of Kriya Yoga, which is the form of yoga His Majesty Haile Selassie I
practiced).
Q. Reggaefuturism? As someone who started out presenting her music as Jazz On
Dub, Jah9’s advice to purists is watch out! There is plenty more reggaefuturism on
the way from all around the world.
Dan-I – Words and pictures
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Hugh
Mundell
Blessings Of Far I
He who loveth not knoweth not Jah, for Jah Jah, Jah is love
If we should love as we should, things would be good
For the love once was around is nowhere to be found
In the outskirts of the city and deep into the ghetto
There is a father against a son and a mama against a daughter
Sisters fighting sisters and brothers killing brothers.
He who loveth not knoweth not Jah, for Jah Jah say Jah is love
So why should we make war, when we can make love?
Jah Rastafari is the high while the wicked look above
In the outskirts of the city and deep into the ghetto
There is hardships and hunger and the people suffer
So let’s think of our nation and this unification.
He who loveth not knoweth not Jah, for Jah Jah, Jah is love
For Jah Jah Jah, Jah is love
Jah is love
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ERNEST RANGLIN:

Reggae guitarist supreme

Ernest Ranglin was born June 19, 1932 in Manchester, Jamaica and is a Jamaican
guitarist and composer. He is best known for his session work at the well known
Studio One recording studio operated by Coxsone Dodd. Ernest helped give birth to
the ska genre in the late 1950s. He has been credited by many as the inventor of the
core style of guitar playing (sometimes known as “scratching”) found in nearly all ska
music.
Ranglin played on many classic Jamaican recordings, and has performed with artists
such as Jimmy Cliff, Prince Buster and The Skatalites. He has explored other styles of
music, notably blending jazz and reggae.
As a child, Ranglin had two uncles who played guitar and ukulele. He watched them
play and practiced on their instruments, standing in for one of them when they didn’t
turn up for a recording session and after impressing his mother so much he was given
the guitar for his seventh birthday. He built his own guitar from a sardine can and
wires, before obtaining a real guitar out of his own money. He moved with his family
to Kingston, where he obtained his school education. He began playing live, locally
and in the Bahamas, often with a young Monty Alexander. When 15 he joined the Val
Bennett Band and by the early 1950’s Ranglin became a proficient Jazz guitarist and
toured overseas. In 1958, Chris Blackwell, later to set up Island Records, recorded a
Ranglin single, which was one of the first releases on Blackwell’s R& B label. Around
1959 he joined Cluet Johnson’s Band The Blues Blasters, recording several tracks for
Coxsone Dodd at Studio One, including ‘Shuffling Jug’ possibly one of the first ska
recordings.
In 1962, the James Bond film Dr. No was filmed in Jamaica. While Byron Lee & The
Dragonaires appeared in the film, the soundtrack recordings were actually made by
Ranglin. 1964 saw Ranglin playing guitar on Millie Small’s ‘My Boy Lollipop’, the first
Jamaican song to achieve international success.
Ranglin recorded two jazz albums in the mid-1960s for the Merritone label –
“Wrangling” in 1964 and “Reflections” in 1965. He was also working for Duke Reid as
a musical director at the Treasure Isle recording studio during this period.
Ranglin began attracting international notice in 1964 when he came to London to
perform at Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club. For nine months, he was the club’s resident
guitarist, backing a large number of guest artists. He made several solo records for
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Island Records, he also collaborated with Prince Buster. Ranglin returned to session
work arranging ‘Rivers Of Babylon’ for the Melodians and playing lead guitar on ‘It
Hurts To Be Alone’ by The Wailers.
During the late 1960s and 1970s, Ranglin was in demand as a studio musician and
arranger working with Jamaican producers Coxsone Dodd, Lee “Scratch” Perry and
Clancy Eccles. He toured with Jimmy Cliff in the 1970s and with Monty Alexander. He
recorded Latin- Caribbean infused jazz for Pablo Records.
1973 saw Ranglin being awarded the Order of Distinction from the Jamaican
government for his contribution to music. After moving to Florida in the 1970s he
performed at jazz festivals and did a few recordings. He recorded several albums for
Chris Blackwell’s Palm Pictures label one being “Grooving” in 2001. In 2006 he was
the subject of a documentary about his career – “Roots Of Reggae: The Ernest Ranglin
Story”. In 2008 he entered the Jamaican Music Hall of Fame.
In November 2015, Ranglin announced that he would be retiring from the music
business with a farewell tour in the summer of 2016. The tour featured musicians
including Tony Allen, Courtney Pine, Ira Coleman and Alex Wilson. Throughout his
career, Ranglin has had a fluent and versatile guitar style, coupled with his
arrangement skills. This meant he was in constant demand most of the time.
Eric Denham, West Indian Music Appreciation Society
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New album from Jawara Ellis (who was featured in the January 2018 issue of The
Dub), “I Ah The Rock” now available on all digital platforms.
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Revolutionary Step (Island 12”)
I Love I Bring from “Revolutionary Dream” (Jigsaw LP)
Music Is My Desire/ Proverbs Extractions (Island 10”)
A Song (Island LP)
More Than You Can Chew from “Rebirth” (House Of Moses LP)
Give I Fe I Name (Penetrate 7”)
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This album of dub hit my inbox on the day I was setting off to one of the UK's dub &
reggae hubs - Bristol. So on my travels to the west this was on my playlist, and a very
nice part of that playlist it was.
In this day and age when you think of UK dub, it is automatic to think of the more
digital steppers sounds that we have become used to. But this selection is far far
away from that style, going back to a late 70s early 80s King Tubby era dub world.
Also this album is recorded in old school analogue ways, very nice indeed, I like that a
lot. As the editor of this magazine said to me it is an album made with love, though I
will admit a few times the love it gave to me seemed to be missing a few things in its
presentation of dubby nice.
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Don’t get me wrong, it is a good well-made album worth buying, but it could have
been a greater album with maybe the addition of some old school style toasting/mc
bits to lift the all instrumental album up to a higher level, that is what some of my
Bristol friends also thought when I played them this album. Those things that can
push the music in a different direction, but for the better is what I am talking about
here.
Two stand out tracks for me are both on the ‘B’ side, they are listed as being on the B
side even though it’s a digital copy I have, because this album will also be hitting the
streets in a vinyl form (500 limited press). Again, I like this fact as my own collection is
mainly black wax.
The best track for me of all of them is (B2): ‘Higher Region In Dub’, and what takes
this track to being great is the sweet melodica playing. A deep, deep dub that is
transformed into something extra special by the playing of jazz man Nat Birchall on
the melodica is just what the album needed, I would not have minded hearing it on
one other track, or maybe two.

My next favourite track here on this dub trip is the last track, (B5): ‘Hail Don Jr’. Who
is this Don you ask? Well, it’s the legendary trombone player from out of Alpha Boys
School and the Skatalites - Vin Gordon a.k.a. Don Drummond Jr. So with it also
featuring his melody line over an already great rhythm track it was always going to be
a winner.
‘Freedom Style’ on the ‘A’ side is possibly my fave from that side, a quality upbeat
instrumental, again featuring some Vin Gordon trombone, but alongside that and
Nat’s sax we get some quality trumpet playing here, and if I have read the cover right
it is by David Fullwood (Ital Horns/ Zion Train/ Vin Gordon’s Real Rock Band). The
‘Dub’ or ‘Skank’ version of this track is also just as good.
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At times I did find the drumming a bit on the repetitive side, a few more variations
over the whole album would have been nice, and as mentioned before one or two
tracks with some old school style toasting would have been good. Oh and more of
that melodica please Nat.
Overall this is a quality old style album, made with passion and a lot of love that
would be a great addition to any reggae lover’s collection. It's a nice fresh change to
hear an album like this over all the digital style we seem to get here in the UK. So I
take my hat off and say thank you to Nat and Al for giving us a wonderful new old dub
trip of an album.
If you’re a fan of the old King Tubby stuff you will like this one, and if you're new to
old school dub then this album is worth checking out. Maybe they should have sent a
track to Lee scratch Perry for some extra magic - that would be nice for a special in
the future. Let’s hope there is another album from these guys, as there is a lot of
potential to expand on this good rootikal foundation already set.
Benjamin Ital

https://thebreadwinners.bandcamp.com/
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Protoje: Roots Student

For some time at the vanguard of the neo-roots explosion, Protoje is a force to be
reckoned with. With a militant style that also involves great humour, his biggest hit to
date is 2012’s breakthrough ‘Kingston Be Wise’. Like his fellow countryman Damian
Marley who reimagined ‘World a Reggae’ as the lyrically scathing ‘Welcome to
Jamrock’, his smash is another Ini Kamoze cover: ‘England Be Nice’. Recording a
similarly catchy single ‘Who Knows’ with co-conspirator Chronixx in 2015 helped to
push his 3rd album Ancient Futures to the top of the Billboard reggae chart. We spoke
to him at the last Boomtown festival (his second year there), where he performed to a
video backdrop of a variety of roots legends. His style is very eclectically Jamaican, in
that it manages to be both poppy and danceable - influenced by hip-hop (he originally
wanted to be a rapper, according to an interview with the BBC, where he was the first
reggae artist on 1Xtras’ ‘Fire in the Booth), as well as reggae and classic dub. At the
same time, he pulls no punches when it comes to lyrical integrity regarding politricks
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and social issues. Friendly, softly spoken, yet with a quiet authoritative energy - The
Dub catches him backstage at the Lion’s Den, during Cypress Hill’s set.
The Dub: Where did the name come from?
Protoje: Another artist called Everflow(sp) gave me that name. My real name is Oje.
He changed the real word protégé to with my name’s spelling. And I’m such a student
of the music; people who know me know I study hard - like I put in the work with my
research and my listening, so….
The Dub: Yes, and you’ve often been seen as part of this roots revival scene, but that’s
gone on for a while. I wonder eventually will there be a revival of the revival? Or is
there going to be different movement coming through based on the future of this
generation?
Protoje: I just think it’s for the people who are charged with the responsibility, who
will bring the music bigger and more global, to get that message out there, to bring
the people to the shows - to bring a vibes. Myself and Chronixx right now are out
there a lot, doing a lot of shows, doing the most to spread it further. You have Jah 9
and artists out there. I think the roots revival gave it a lot of attention, but now it’s
manifesting the attention that we have right now on to a bigger platform. The
younger artists coming up will have an easier way, so it doesn’t dip and up, dip and up
as is usual in reggae music. We’re trying to break that cycle.
The Dub: I know politics is a big part of your thing, but something else I like about the
Protoje experience is you have great humour as well, and a lightness. You have a
message, but also a bouncy flow. Is that a conscious thing in order to balance the
message?
Protoje: Definitely to balance. I want to be potent and talk about important stuff and
reach people, but I don’t want people to go home with like, a weight on dem…
People always remember how you mek dem feel. Over the name of your songs, over
what your album did sales [wise]: you want them to be conscious and aware, but
there’s a lot to be thankful for, regardless of all that. I want someone to go home and
turn to whoever they are with, or if they’re on their own and say “whoa, I had a good
vibe tonight. I feel really good going to bed. I’m going to get up tomorrow and
remember it”. Not you come from a show and it’s like “Oh my G-d!”. It’s a vibes.
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The Dub: Your band, The Indiggnation, are particularly tight. Were they playing on
your last album [Ancient Futures], were they the same crew or a different live set up?
Protoje: It’s a different set up, but my lead guitarist played on about 5 tracks, bass
guitarist on two or three, drummer played on one. My producer who did “Ancient
Future”, ‘Winta’ James - his approach is different. He’ll say: “I want Flabba Holt to
play bass on this, I want Sly, I want Robbie to play bass on this, I want Robbie Lynn
organ on this”. He hears the sounds, and he know who he wants. He has a set of
people who he can communicate well with. It’s all about producer/musician
communication.
The Dub: What advice would you give people who want to go to Jamaica?
Protoje: Just go. It depends what you are looking for. Jamaica can give you anything
you’re looking for.
The Dub: As a music fan, what would you suggest?
Protoje: Yeah, yeah, well Dub Club - Sunday nights up at Skyline over looking the
whole city. Gabre Selassie at his house outside on a deck with a big sound system.
Original roots reggae, 80s, 70s dub; like just a page out of history. There’s New Wave,
every Monday. It’s a pop-up event so it will keep up for a month, where you get to
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see the freshest new talent in Jamaica. And then live shows around Kingston - it’s
more small and boutique live shows, but they’re priceless. There was a time when
you could go and see me, Jah 9, Raging Fyah, Chronixx, Kabaka for free! On one night
there were three of us onstage at the one time. Me doing harmony on Raging Fyah’s
set. Just things like that used to go on. It was free and you could go and check it out.
That still happens with new artists. Those, to me, are the best things you can see.
The Dub: Finally, you have a picture of Haile Selassie behind you in your shows. What
do you think the relevance is of Rastafarianism in the 21st century now? Is the
message the same?
Protoje: Relevant? It’s like, for example certain things like Rastafari spoke years ago
about how it’s going to be like two nuclear powers ahead against one another. Like
when people see this North Korea and US thing they’re like – Rastafari done predict
dem tings a laang time ago! That done been established. When you hear how you
have to eat healthy, not be doing that much animal farming- we need to start farming
off the land, we need to be doing vegetables and grain and we need to be doing
beans and all of these things. Like, yo - dem is fool: they don’t know what they’re
talking about! All of us say, no - it’s cool to be vegan, cool to go green. And
marijuana - we been talking about that for a long time! I didn’t even want to say ‘we’.
I didn’t earn that spot, because people in the 70s and 60s a go kill and go to jail for
marijuana. Dem do that, so me no haffa go tru dat. Wha’ppen now - you see people
turning marijuana into an industry! They’re making billions of dollars offa dis. People
in jails; same way. Rastafari talk about the use of marijuana for a medical and
sacrament - for pain and to go deep within yourself. To cure nuff different tings and
lots of other stuff I could go into, but just to give you some obvious examples of what
the philosophy from it has spoken about. And we see it coming to pass in many more
things… Listen - the words of His Imperial Majesty will never lose relevance. Say
what you want about Rasta faith and who these people and this sect believe - but the
words of His Majesty will forever be relevant…
Words & pictures: Leo B
Protoje’s fourth studio album, “Matter Of Time” is released on June 29th, lead single
‘No Guarantee’ with Chronixx is out already.
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1 Black Star Liner
2 Walls
3 Sing Along
4 I've Got A Joy
5 Vision Of Redemption
6 True Rastaman
7 Wheat & Tears
8 Sons Of The Almighty
9 Rastaman Time
10 Don't Let Babylon Use You
Ali Zion
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To many Sam Kelly needs no introduction, but without realising it you’ve probably
heard his drums, a prolific and very busy musician also one of the finest in the music
business. Get Sam Kelly behind you and your own standards of playing whatever you
play goes up quite a few notches, add to that one of the nicest people in the entire
music scene. He’s someone I’m honoured to call a friend as well.
He’s in more bands than would seem possible, he said to me recently ‘I just keep on
getting bookings and am busier than ever.’ I counted eleven bands while researching
this piece, but you can be sure there’s much more than this over his many years of
playing. He’s also an award winning drummer, or as Australian guitarist and singer
Geoff Achison says ‘Here playing the pots and pans is the one and only Sam Kelly’. In
fact for the start of 2018, Geoff has been touring the UK with his UK Souldiggers, he
also has a Souldiggers band in the USA as well as home in Australia, Sam has been his
sticksman in Britain and Europe for twenty years now, so who is this Sam Kelly?
Sam was in fact born in Jamaica, but moved to the UK several years ago, and his music
spans all areas from reggae, funk, soul, jazz, blues in fact you name it, Sam has more
than likely played it at some time or other. He leads his own band Sam Kelly’s Station
House, a four piece, though often there’s guests as well. Last year he had his first
solo album out with the band, and though I asked he’s not singing on it, but those
drums lead the rhythm of every track like a rock solid train. The album also gives him
a chance to explore and play many styles of his music, hence the title “No Barricades”,
that’s Sam, he never limits his music, he lets all types of influences get in there, so his
live sets have something for everyone. As the CD cover notes put it, ‘There is a thread
that runs through it from the Caribbean to the USA and Britain. From the reggae
music of Jamaica and the blues of North America through to the calypso of the
easterrn Caribbean, in fact a journey through time and the New World’. In fact, the
album was recorded and produced in France.
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In the early 70’s he formed Cymande, the British pioneers of funk, and by 2009, he had
also formed Fowokan, a band of both UK and Jamaican musicians. Together they play
a host of gigs plus have the reggae album “Shadows Of Rasta” out. A six piece that
merge many of their musical tastes together. Alongside that, he is drum man for the
very popular Giles Hedley and the Aviators, which is a pure blues combo - Giles is one
of the finest blues guitarists around with a voice like blues legend Howlin Wolf. Then
he’s part of Papa George’s Band in London - George is Greek born, and another hugely
talented guitarist. The list of his bands could go on for several pages, but one I love is
his two piece with Dorset’s Stompin Dave Allen, Sam’s on drums of course, but Stompin
plays everything from guitar, piano, banjo, fiddle, also tap dancing comes into the mix.
Another chance for something unique and very different. During any year, Sam joins
several of the touring Americans here. This is Sam Kelly, an amazing drummer, and as
said one of the nicest people around, from roots to reggae, Sam’s your man, keep a
look out for him, it’s more than worth it!
Pete Clack
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U BROWN
U Brown interviewed for the sleeve of his album,”Rougher Than the Rest“, released by Jah
Warrior in 2001. Interview by Steve Mosco in September 2001. With Steve’s permission,
we print this for the first time online or in a publication in U Brown’s birth month.

“It’s been a long time now inna the music biz
I man a DJ sound system from the late sixties
Like the late King Tubby’s and the early Jammy’s,
Emperor Faith, Papa Roots and the late jack Ruby’s
So we rougher than them
Them sound make I man tougher than them…”
Growing up in the heart of Kingston, Denham Town, and living a few doors down from Duke
Reid’s Treasure isle studio during the 1960s, U Brown had an ideal base from which to
develop a musical career. His earliest musical experiences revolved around accompanying
his father to bars and listening to music on the jukebox.
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“I can remember songs by Alton Ellis, The Heptones, The Silvertones, Vic Taylor, Byron
Lee & The Dragonaires with Ken Lazarus and all of them guys, Boris Gardener, just to
mention a few you know, because there was so much. And Bob Marley, no doubt
about that because I can remember ‘Simmer Down’ and all those songs. I was a
young youth at that time when those songs were playing, Ken Boothe, all those great
singers you know, and Cornel Campbell.”
It wasn’t long before U Brown started attending sound system dances where he saw and
heard things that would become highly influential.

“What happened was I had a friend by the name of Lewis, we called him Butry Belly.
He’s a youth like me, he love dance and dem things deh so and at the time Tubby’s
was mashing up the place, that was like 1966, 1967 … King Tubby’s Sound System …
we usually go the dance and U Roy was like the man who was the hot DJ at the time
even though he never have a lot of recordings until he start to record for Duke Reid.
So me and my friend decide to go dance on weekends when we get our little pocket
money, tell our mum lie about where we went you know and I was at the dance. And
by listening to U Roy and some other DJs like Lizzy, Dennis Alcapone and Prince Jazzbo,
cos Prince Jazzbo wasn’t far away from Kingston 11. Olympic Gardens area y’know.
Listening to U Roy’s vibes it really impressed me and that helped bring out what I had
made of me. And then I started to DJ some little things inside the dance beside the
sound box in my friend’s ears. And sometimes some of my friends would turn round
and say go and take the microphone, but I was shy.”
Eventually U Brown became more directly involved with sound systems.

“One weekend I went to a little dance with a sound system from our community called
Silver Bullet, and while Silver Bullet was playing I was doing the same thing, DJing in
the dance right beside the sound box in the ears of my friends, and them a go said go
take the mic, so I decide to to take the mic and did try a likkle ting and I was shy still,
not on key with the riddim, but y’know maybe as I was young youth I come across &
people give me a lot of encouragement and that was feeling good. And I decided this
was something really interesting and I want to do it. And anywhere dances were
keeping close to my home, I would always be there, it didn’t matter which sound
system, whether I’m inside or outside I’ll be hanging around the place listening to the
music. I was about 11 or 12 years old, and by doing that I get the chance to follow
Silver Bullet, the first sound system I really get the chance to hold a microphone and
go to any dances them play and help them lifting up the sound system box and string
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up the sound system. And before the resident DJ come to DJ in the dance I always
take up the microphone before that time and say a few little things, try to keep the
people busy and ting. Until the sound owner went away to DJ another sound and I
start to DJ on that sound system Silver Bullet for a while y’know and start to go a lot of
dances and get a likkle pocket money and it start encourage me more.”
The ups and downs of sound systems meant it wasn’t long before U Brown progressed onto
another set.

”Silver Bullet was slowing down a little and a friend who was keeping a dance with
another sound called Sounds of Music, asked the owner if I could come. And that
night Winston Scotland, the original resident DJ for Sounds of Music, he wasn’t there
to DJ the sound either, he was getting so popular that he move all over the place,
wherever he feel like. So I DJ Sounds of Music that night and Phillip Monroe, the
sound owner, who is also a producer, said I could follow the sound and be the resident
DJ. And those days I was getting like a little two pounds or thirty shillings, but this was
big money to me as a youth.”
U Brown’s big break on the sound system circuit came when he was given the opportunity to
hold the mic with the legendary King Tubby’s Hi-Fi.

“While I was DJing Sounds of Music it so happened that U Roy had an accident and
fractured his leg, I think it was 1969 going on 1970. And the guy who take care of the
sound system while it’s on the road, a guy by the name of Trevor but we call him
Tower Hill, tell Tubby’s about me. And Tubby’s tell Tower Hill to bring me. So Tower
Hill tell me to come to a dance one night in Sundown Crescent, which is a street off
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Molynes Road. And while I was at the dance Dillinger was there as well, but the thing
is each sound have a resident DJ so if say for instance five sound systems did play on
one street for the night, each DJ when you hear them speak you don’t have to go into
the dance because you know that’s the voice of Big Youth and from it’s Big Youth you
that it’s Tippertone because Big Youth nah DJ no other sound but Tippertone. Or U
Roy nah DJ no other sound but Tubby’s, Alcapone nah DJ no other sound but El Paso.
So what happened, Dillinger’s style never fit King Tubby’s style at the time, even
though Dillinger was a hot DJ. And I Roy was busy. I Roy’s style fit it but he could only
DJ Tubby’s occasionally. So they did look for somebody to fill inna U Roy’s space. Me
was the only person as a young youth away from I Roy at the time. I still don’t have
the skills, but the way I try to present myself and say the things on the microphone, it
sounds like it’s a young U Roy, so I start going round with Tubby’s for nearly a year
until Tubby’s sound got mashed up by police in St. Thomas.”
U Brown wasn’t present the night King Tubby’s sound came to an end:

“I was supposed to go but another have a sound named Soul Attorney, and I go a
Montego Bay with them while King Tubby’s sound get mashed up and that was the
end of King Tubby;s sound. So I continue to DJ with Soul Attorney, which became King
Attorney. Then a guy by the name of Tony Welch buy the sound and rename it
Socialist Roots. And there I met Ranking Trevor and Nicodemus, they come and learn
the profession around us.”
U Brown looks back on his days working the sounds in the early 1970s with fond memories.

“It was something great. People treasure it because of the type of music, the type of
bassline coming out of the bass boxes. In those days they didn’t have tweeters, just
the steel horns and the bass boxes. The melody that you hear from those steel horns
and the reverb sound that you hear, that ‘splash’ on the rim and the snare, they were
so nice … and the selection they was playing and how they introduce the music,
especially U Roy, it was brilliant, trust me, something that bwoy, I always cherish. In
those days it wasn’t clashes, that’s how the real sound system prove itself, because 2
sound systems could be playing on the same street, and the sound which play the
heaviest, the sweetest and the best music, that’s the sound that is gonna pull the
people, and that is how you prove the sound is better.”
U Brown also experienced DJing on sounds in England during the late 1970s and into the
1980s when he held the mic for Fatman and Sir Dees (later to become Unity).
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“It was a completey different atmosphere cos the people in England were never used
to too much DJs in that time. The response was different from jamaica because they
weren’t used to it that way. When Ray Symbolic came here with Ranking Joe, that’s
when people really start pick up on live sound system, Jamaican sound system with
Jamaican artists, Jamaican selector from yard … no carbon thing. And now, pure
niceness. When Sturgav came to London in 1999 or 2000 in Brixton, there was me,
Ranking Joe, Johnny Osbourne, Al Campbell, Brigadier Jerry, Josey Wales, Charlie
Chaplin y’know, it was wicked because everybody got into it now, everybody
understand what is going on.”
Like many DJs of the 1970s, appearances on sound systems led to attention from producers,
resulting in visits to the studio for recording.

“My first recording was for Winston Edwards, he handled business for Joe Gibbs in
London. The first 2 songs I did were ‘Jamaican Tobacco’ and ‘Wet Up Your Pants
Foot’. About 1970, 1971. Then a few months later Yabby You said he would like to
record a tune with me, because Tubbys did tell him about me. So I did a song on ‘AntiChrist’, but my version called ‘Wolf In Sheep’s Clothing’. After that I met the great
Bunny Striker Lee and things did change, it was more recording, more recording.”
Bunny Striker Lee was one of the top producers in Jamaica, bringing out hit after hit, and U
Brown has this to say about his association with Lee, most of whose work was mixed at King
Tubbys studio.

“It was a great experience for me and I learn a lot, not only about recording songs but
also about producing songs, the different mixes and things. I was living in Olympic
Gardens at the time, a place named Tower Hill, and Tubby’s was just down the road
from me. So like DJing the sound, that makes me becaoe closer to Tubbys so I was
going down to Tubby’s house every day down by the studio and I hang around in the
yard and I get to meet different producers and singers. Tubby’s is a man who know
sound, Tubby’s is a brilliant technician and him know how him want the sound to
sound. Is a man know him work, y’know. I really enjoy being round Tubby’s. And me
even go buy him lunch several times, he send me to buy him lunch!”
In common with other artists in the Jamaican music business, U Brown moved from
producer to producer and from studio to studio, always working and always looking for a
break.
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“I then record songs for Tony Welch, with Linval Thompson, titles like ‘Train To Zion’. I
record for Joe Gibbs, songs with Dennis Brown, ‘Say What You’re Saying’ and other
tracks. Jacon Miller ‘Keep On Knocking’ for Joe Gibbs. I recorded for GG Alvin Ranglin
… Gregory Isaacs ‘The Border’, which was a big hit. For VP, Randys, Roy Francis who
now owns Mixing Lab, but at that time his label was Phase One. Gussie Clarke, one of
the big songs was ‘Gimme The Music’, combined together with the Mighty Diamonds.
‘Pass The Kutchie’, which Musical Youth did over and changed one word, y’know … I’m
also a writer for part of that song. It was a big, massive hit. And that’s when I start to
realise about the business, that this is a serious profession.”

U Brown continued recording on a regular basis throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s
too, scoring a massive hit with ‘Tu Shung Peng’ on Dennis Brown’s ‘Revolution’ rhythm, and
also DJing on Dennis Brown’s ‘Praise Without Raise’, about which he has this to say:

“Funny thing was, while I was recording that at Harry J Studio, Bunny Wailer was
there and while I was saying ‘can’t take no praise without raise’, Bunny Wailer said ‘a
whole heap a that a gwaan fe days’, so another line came out there, and it’s really
true …”
After establishing himself as a force to be reckoned with in both live dances and the studio,
U Brown turned his hand to production.

“After going inside the studio with Bunny Lee, I also learnt producing skills … how to
transfer this track and so on … in those days it was all four track. You had the drums
on one track, the bass on another, the riddim section on another and the vocal on a
next track. Sometimes you would realise after listening to a singer voicing, you would
also like harmonise. So to get that harmony on the song, you either have to mix the
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four track down to another quarter inch, which is a two track, with a vocal and a
mixdown on one track, an leave an open track to put the harmony, run it back to
another 2 track, and tie them together in stereo, and balance the harmony, don’t
make it too loud or too low. Or a few studios at that time did have eight track, like I
think Randy’s, Harry J and Joe Gibbs as well. So from the 4 tracks you could transfer it
to the 8 track and then have an extra track to do the harmony.”
It wasn’t long before U Brown put his knowledge to good use, setting up his own Hit Sounds
label.

“So all this which I learnt from Bunny Lee was very interesting to me, and then he gave
me my first riddim track to put out on my label, it was a version of a Barry Brown tune.
I can’t even remember the name of the tune but my version was ‘Badness A Madness’,
and I put that out on Hit Sound label, that was the first song on my label. I didn’t even
have artwork designed for it, I just print it on the label and I give it to Federal to
distribute. That was 1977, ‘78, something like that.”
The mid 1970s saw major record companies in England beginning to show serious interest in
reggae as they became aware of its artistic and commercial potential. U Brown was sought
out by one such company on his first visit to England.

“Then I came to London and Virgin start get interested in reggae, licensing and a lot of
things from people like Big Youth, Channel one, U Roy, and the Mighty Diamonds.
Fatman had some riddim tracks that he got from Jammys as well as some Bunny Lee
tracks, and we decided to do an album and present it to Virgin. When we went to see
Virgin they already knew about me. The A&R guy who was dealing with reggae pulled
out a video of me DJing on Jack Ruby sound in Ocho Rios, which I didn’t even know
about. So we signed a distribution deal and they put out the first album called “Mr
Brown Something”. Fatman was living in London then and it was hard for us to
produce another album here, so I decided to go back to Jamaica and go to the studio
and do something for myself. The first two riddims I did were versions of ‘Perhaps’
and ‘Weather Balloon’.”
The latter of those two tracks was to prove an immense hit for U Brown.

“Carlton Patterson had that track before and I usually play it on Socialist Roots sound
system. I went to Carlton Patterson and told him I would like to voice that riddim but
he tell me Tubbys have a DJ already for it. Ranking Joe was just starting to bust out on
Ray Symbolic sound, and ray Symbolic was a very close friend of Tubbys, so Tubbys
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would a like give Joe the push. So me say ok, and I had some money, and I buy a 4
track tape and book some time at Channel One. I did go to Al Campbell and tell him I
would like him to do a song for me, so he said ok. Me and Trinity at that time was
very close friends and we go look for some musicians. The first set of musicians I did
use was Lloyd Parks on bass, Johnny Pretty on drums, I don’t know his last name,
Tarzan on piano, Ansel Collins on organ, Duggie playing lead guitar and Winston Bo
Pee playing riddim guitar. We voiced and mixed down a new cut of weather Balloon,
but really that riddim was originally named ‘Hypocrites’. Then when Carlton Patterson
hear it, he got Michael Campbell, Mikey Dread, to record a version named ‘Barber
Saloon’. That one was a big hit too cos Mikey Dread could play it on the radio, but my
song was a big hit and it opened many doors for me and that’s why I start to record
for many more producers, Like GG, Joe Gibbs, Manzie, Linval Thompson. I even record
songs for Junjo, but Junjo never release the song because him was more interested in
a different people. And that “Weather Balloon” give me more inspiration tht I can
produce, so that’s why I continue with my Hit Sound label. Al Campbell did two
albums for me. I’m the person who give peter Metro his first popular song, called
‘Dedicated To You’. Carlton Livingstone, I gave him his first popular song, called
‘Please Mr DJ Play This Song For Me’.
U Brown also made a whole album with the late Delroy Wilson, but unfortunately the
master tapes were damaged in a flood that hit Jamaica. The Hit Sounds label is still active
today. In 1999 there were single releases with Admiral Tibet, Captain Barkey, U Brown and
new artist Lorenzo, whilst new songs with his close friend and associate Prezident Brown,
Yogy, Lenn Hammond and Melchezedek are already recorded.
In the 1990s, U Brown returned to the spotlight when Blood & Fire records came to Jamaica
to discuss releasing an album of his classic material. The album, titled “Train To Zion”, did
much to revive his name, as did similar album re-releases of his Hit Sounds productions on
two French labels, Tabou One and Patate. Based in London nowadays, U Brown is still going
strong, recording regularly, touring with the Blood & Fire sound system and making live
appearances in his own right all over Europe.

“The future have a whole heap of things for U Brown, and some of dem U Brown don’t
even know until them manifest themselves. I will keep on recording more songs and
more songs and greater songs. And more shows. There’s a lot more things for U
Brown, so people can just pray for U Brown and hope that U Brown live as long as life
can last!”
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Ben (Reverence Sound) with Roots Titus & Skully (Jah Lion Movement) – Reading Dub Club

Garvin Dan, Mr Elvis, Natty Mark, King Lloyd & Tony Dread – Roots Café (Left)
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COMMUNITY DUBBING: Reggae On Tap & Roots Café
Two free reggae events over the May Bank Holiday weekend showed that Oxford’s roots
reggae scene is back on top form. New venue sensation Tap Social Movement in Botley is
now hosting a reggae night on the last Sunday every month and the second one was buzzing.
Lots of familiar faces reuniting for a new season of outdoor events as well as lots of new
faces too. Give thanks to the management and to Hugo Makepeace, Garvin Dan and Nico D
for the music. The Roots Café was the following day outside the Communi-tea Café at the
Church of the Holy Family in Blackbird Leys and Sista Sylvie (who sold out of her delicious
Caribbean food on the day) invited Natty HiFi to nice up the heart of the Leys estate. Tony
Dread, Dan-I, Garvin Dan (again) and King Lloyd brought the music while Jim Forbes
organized a dominoes tournament for the day. And the sun came out to play too!
Reggae On Tap photos by Garvin Dan & Roots Café photos by Lloyd Bowers
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CHEZIDEK
1 Inna Di Road
2 Leave The Trees
3 Hail The Roots
4 Call Pon Dem
5 Mash Dem Down
6 Harvest Time
7 Because I'm Black
8 Rasta Journey
9 Come In
10 Leggo Dutty Babylon Ways
Selected by Sista Ali Zion
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AUGUSTUS PABLO
ORIGINAL ROCKER
Born 21 June 1954, Horace Swaby was to become the single greatest composer of
reggae music. As Augustus Pablo, he became known for strong melody-led tunes in
many different styles over many years. While preparing a tribute for the
Desta*Nation radio show on First 105.1 FM, I meditated on his music, which I have
been collecting since I was in my mid teens. So much breadth and range, so many
memorable melody lines from a clavinet or melodica, so many different singers who
worked with him. By the time I had finished recording the show, I wanted to do
another 2 hour show with yet more classics and gems.

Delroy Williams, Hugh Mundell, Norris Reid, Dennis Brown, Big Youth, Junior Delgado,
Lacksley Castell, Tetrack, Jacob Miller, I Kong, Horace Andy, Barry Brown, Lloyd
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Hemmings, Sister Rasheda, The Heptones and Primal Scream have all had the Rockers
treatment.
It is joyous to see his son and daughter, Addis and Isis, travelling the world and
continuing his works. And to know that his brother Garth’s Rockers International
sound system, along with Gabre Selassie and Kingston Dub Club, is at the heart of a
roots reggae revival in Kingston, Jamaica. Young artists are seen wearing Rockers t
shirts as a badge of honour. To start the show off, it needed a really strong vocal and
dub piece, one of the many timeless 12” discomixes that Pablo produced (there are 8
in this show). I have known the Viceroys cut of ‘Rise In the Strength Of Jah’ for many
years but hadn’t heard this Augustus Pablo version of the song with their singer,
Norris Reid until it was reissued on 12” by French label Only Roots. This song has a
solid rhythm from the start, and an uplifting message throughout.

I chose many instrumentals for the show, trying to reflect something of the scope of
his styles over the years and just riffing on personal favourites, such as ‘Eastman
Sound’, ‘Power Of The Trinity’, ‘Skanking Easy’, ‘Islington Rock’, ‘Dub Organiser’, ‘Java
Java’ dubplate cut and ‘Lightning & Thunder’ dubplate cut (both from an obscure
digital album called “Augustus Pablo: The Rare Collection”), ‘Harder Shade Of Black’,
‘West Abyssinia’, ‘Pipers Of Zion’, ‘Twin Seal’, ‘King Tubby Meets Rockers Uptown’,
‘Western Kingston Style’, ‘Natural Way’ and dubs to songs by Junior Delgado – ‘Sunset
Tomorrow’ and ‘Born To Be Wild’. Among these are rock solid hard digital sound
system style business like the Junior Delgado B sides, well developed and layered lush
instrumentals, deep roots music and stone cold international classics of reggae.
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‘Pipers Of Zion’ is one that has always stood out, ever since I bought it new on the
“Rising Sun” LP on Greensleeves back in 1986. He had a particular sound that he
developed for this album, no others have quite the same feel. Earl ‘Chinna’ Smith, Sly
Dunbar and Benbow provide the core of the group; they recorded at Channel One,
Tuff Gong and Dynamic and had the results mixed by Philip Smart and Scientist. It
drops really sweetly on a decent sound system too.
‘Harder Shade Of Black’ is one of those really spaced out tunes anyway, but on this
Santic production, Pablo versions his previous Santic hit, ‘Darker Shade Of Black’
(which he recorded elsewhere as ‘Sinsemilla’).
You could keep selecting two hour shows from Augustus Pablo music for months, you
have to make some hard choices. So, 2 from the brilliant Delroy Williams album “I
Stand Black” from 1982, ‘Crucial’ and ‘Idrens Feel Nice’, which I first heard being
played by Hugo Makepeace on Natty HiFi one evening in the garden at the Jolly
Postboys. 2 from Hugh Mundell, an artist heavily identified with some of Augustus
Pablo’s finest works, ‘Jah Will Provide’ and the DJ part of Junior Delgado’s ‘Stop Your
Fussing & Fighting’ discomix. And 2 from his more digital sounding 90s work, the 45s
‘Stronger’ by Sista Jennifer and ‘My Eyes Open’ by Sista Rasheda.

Jacob Miller was one of the artists that Pablo clearly loved to work with, a man with
such a full and distinctive voice that he is instantly recognizable. The vocal part to
Augustus Pablo’s ‘Rockers Meet King Tubby’s Uptown’ tune was voiced by Jacob
Miller as well as many other classic sides and here he is represented by ‘Too Much
Commercialisation Of Rastafari’, a cut to Pablo’s ‘555 Crown Street’, also reissued in
recent years by Only Roots.
The last pair of tunes I chose are both long time personal favourites. ‘Guide I Jah’ by
the little known Ras Bull, along with an instrumental piece of the riddim entitled ‘Rose
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Ants Lane’, which was released on “The Rare Collection”, is a prayer for guidance to
the Most High, who according to Augustus Pablo’s labels and sleeve notes, produced
all of Pablo’s music. And finally, ‘Protect Them’ by Norris Reid, a plea to humanity to
look after the animals, plants and children from his “Give Jah The Praises” album.
So, would you do a different selection? Yes, so would I on another day at another
time. Will I record another full Pablo radio show to mark his birthday? You will have
to tune in to First 105.1 FM on the Sunday nearest to 21 June (British Summer
Solstice) to see.
Dan-I
The Augustus Pablo Desta*Nation special tribute was broadcast on Sunday 20 May
2018. The show is available for listening on Dani dubdub’s Mixcloud page.
Natty HiFi presents a tribute to Augustus Pablo at this year’s FloFest (see Dub Diary).
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DEVON RUSSELL
Jah Holds The Key (Forward aka Studio One 7”/ Universal Egg 12” & 7”)
You Found Heaven (Forward aka Studio One 7”)
Move On Up (High Music 7”)
Roots Natty (Studio One 7”)
Drum Song (Coxsone 7”)
Darker Than Blue (High Times 7”)
Story Of The Drum (Rads 7”)
Push Push as Lloyd & Devon, with Lloyd ‘Cuss Cuss’ Robinson (Studio One 12”)
Dance All Night as The Tartans (Crab 7”)
Prison Life (Tamoki Wambesi LP)
Bible & The Gun (Black Cat LP)
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INDIGENOUS
RESISTANCE
For the last several years, dub inspired multi-media activists and international men
and women of mystery have been putting up posters and graffiti as well as making
music across the world, protesting against the suppression and disappearance of
native cultures across the world. The poster and graffiti campaigns have targeted
African and South American countries in particular, as well as those in South East Asia.

The artists involved include tapedave, Dubdem, Adrian Sherwood, Dr Aniruddha Das,
Mark Stewart, Louis Beckett, Asian Dub Foundation, Amastara, DwAtts Riot from
Fun>Da>Mental, Jah9, Steven Stanley, The Ghost and Kebra Ethiopia Sound System
among others. An early piece of music celebrated the life of Pataxo warrior and
activist Galdino Jesus Dos Santos who was murdered in Brazil on April 20, 1997.
Another key early piece was Dr Das’ (Asian Dub Foundation bass player) Sacred
Power/ Instinto Revolutionario riddim, which came in many different but powerful
versions, including Native American chant tied to a hypnotic dub/dance bedrock, with
interweaving layers of commentary and song.
Make sure you check their website regularly as it is a mine of information and
illustrated with care, frequently added to and updated.
https://dubreality.wordpress.com
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A very recent action by the collective is an e-book put together by Dubdem (design)
and Amastara (text) called Ethiopia Dub Journey II (see our cover photo), which is a
collage of images from Ethiopian, Native American and Jamaican photographic
archives combined with text taken from John Trudell’s interviews for Indian Country
Today, focusing on the continuing traditions of Native Americans. There is a new
updated IR site for the Ethiopia Dub Journey II book (which is also the inspiration for a
new IR album) www.ethiopiadub.wordpress.com. This site has updated information
on Art Actions IR has done in Ethiopia and Hungary, where they put up art from the
Ethiopia Dub book on the street, in traditional coffee houses, shoe shine stalls, and
reggae clubs in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Also in Budapest, Hungary, they created an
Ethiopia Dub Journey mural on the streets.
Their conspirator Dubdem in Brazil will be launching their new site that has dub
beautiful images, free downloadable posters and music linked to IR, including their
event: IR 45 Caleta Dub Mixtape with Analog*Ana At The Controls. Check out the
Indigenous Resistance Facebook, Soundcloud or Bandcamp pages for news on that
very soon.

Graffitti by Chite Yarumo in Colombia
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New musical work is planned for release in the near future called Dub Resurgence,
which is based on and inspired by the Ethiopia Dub Journey II book. One of the new
tracks, ‘We Don’t Realise’ features Cornelius from Detroit Techno renegades
Underground Resistance reading some of John Trudell’s words that are found in the
book (John Trudell was a former chairperson of the American Indian Movement). The
FBI so feared Trudell’s oratory that they had a 20,000 page file on this indigenous
activist. His words are also read by a new singer from Jamaica called Tracia, who is
like Nina Simone but with the attitude of Peter Tosh. Not only does she read but she
also sings choruses in Mandarin, Amharic and Dene (an indigenous language of
Canada). The music features traditional live kumina drumming from Jamaica, which
in many ways is the most closely connected form of drumming in JA to African
ceremonial and folklore traditions. Dr Das plays live bass and Asian Dub Foundation
mixing engineer Louis Beckett (son of jazz trumpeter Harry Beckett) dubs up the track.
These words from The Ghost sum up the IR philosophy perfectly: “A track like this
comes together through people on different continents, from different musical
backgrounds coming together with the same desire to create some form of dub
resistance to the current turmoil of the world.” Dr Das from ADF also sums it well
with his comment: “Music for aliens, outsiders, unconventional people. Motivation
and propulsion for those trying to change things from below, those who are not
waiting for instructions from above.”
Dan-I
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Viviane, Dan-I, Nick Sasquash & Droid

Field Frequency, Operation & Hytal Bosrah
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Dub Specialist Sound System

Hytal Bosrah featuring Izyah Davis & Spanners tuning up

Photos of Birmingham Dub Club May 19, 2018
by Viviane Fallah, Dan-I & Hytal Bosrah
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The Dub magazine has a special link for ordering tickets for the One
Love Festival near Glastonbury, 31 August-2 September 2018. Buying
tickets through our link will send a donation to publishing more
paper copies of The Dub magazine. Ticket link for ordering:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets-38041351707?aff=dubmag

Reverence Sound System, Reading Dub Club 12 May 2018
Images by Dan-I
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This year’s One Love Festival features two of the greatest reggae groups, both with a
huge back catalogue of material, both with a formidable live reputation. The Mighty
Diamonds go back to 1969, when they formed in Kingston, Jamaica with the three
founding singers - Tabby, Bunny and Judge – who still form the Mighty Diamonds
today. The group keeps renewing itself, initially having a string of hits in the 1970s,
often recorded at Channel One, then scoring again in the 1980s with producer Gussie
Clarke and again in the 1990s with Ruff Cutt in London. There are so many classic
songs to draw on for their live set: ‘Country Living’, ‘Right Time’, ‘I Need A Roof’,
‘Have Mercy’, ‘Pass The Kouchie’, ‘Stand Up To Your Judgment’, ‘Gates Of Zion’,
‘Bodyguard’, ‘Heavy Load’ and ‘Better Days’
The Twinkle Brothers date all the way back to 1962 in Kingston, but Norman and
Ralston Grant have been based in the UK for so long, many people think of them as a
British band. Their rock solid live band, which features Dub Judah, Black Steel, Jerry
Lions and Aron Shamash (once of Mackating) will guarantee a full roots Twinkle
experience. They have released dozens of albums, including lovers and dub albums as
well as others on their Twinkle label from Sylvia Tella, Steve Santana, Sister Aisha, ET
Webster and more. They were one of the bands championed by Jah Shaka, who
pushed ‘Rasta Pon Top’, ‘Since I Threw The Comb Away’, ‘Jahovia’, ‘Never Get Burn’
and ‘Faith Can Move Mountains’, as well as many of their other roots anthems.
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The DUB DIARY
Reggae Sundays: Zion Roots Crew – Dudes, Hale Leys Market Square, Aylesbury HP20 1ST Sun. 3rd June, 2pm-midnight, free – 1st Sunday every month
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon Road,
Swindon SN1 5AR - Fri. 15th June, free by invitation or flyer (including showing the advert in
The Dub)
Flo Fest Reggae Tent - Florence Park, Oxford – Sat. 16th June, 11am-5pm, free
Birmingham Dub Club – Sat. 16th June, 3rd Saturday of every month, 10pm-4am
High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Fri.
22nd June, 9pm-1am – 4th Friday every month
University Of Dub: Aba Shanti-I, Hytal Bosrah & Green Light – The Scala – Fri. 22nd June
Reggae Heaven - DJ Robin Catto & Ya’akov Tsaddik Sound – Stumpy’s, Harlesden, London
NW10 4 – Sat. 23rd June
Reggae On Tap: Garvin Dan, Hugo Makepeace & Nico D – Tap Social Movement, Botley,
Oxford – Sun. 24th June & last Sunday of every month
Cowley Road Carnival – Oxford – Sun. 1st July, noon-5pm, free
Desta*Nation & Mighty Oak – Isis Pub, Oxford – Fri. 6th July
Eynsham Carnival Dub – The Swan, Eynsham, Oxfordshire – Sat. 7th July, 2-8pm, free
Om & Bass Festival (yoga and reggae) – Fri. 6th- Sun. 8th July, Braziers Park, Ipsden
Manasseh & friends – Mau Mau Bar, 265 Portobello Road, London W11 1PR – Fri. 13th July
Somerset Reggae Festival – Castle Cary, Somerset BA7 7JJ – Sat. 14th July, £15
Boomtown Festival – Mattersley Estate, Winchester – 9-12th Aug.
https://www.boomtownfair.co.uk
One Love Festival – Glastonbury, Somerset – 31 Aug.-2nd Sept. https://onelovefestival.co.uk/
Field Frequency Sound System (full system) & Jah Lion Movement – The Bullingdon, 162
Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – 28th Dec., 9pm-4am
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows).

IZIBONGO magazine, like The Dub, is available to download for free online at
rastaites.com and reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk
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